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~ercerit, Bucknell arid Duke tie~i'for

second' with. 90 percent; Colgate
·was fourth with 88 percent, ~nd
Xavier ranked: second amc:ing Georgetown, · Northwestern,·
NCAA Division I schools iri. the · Stanford, and Notre Dame tied for
ne~ly released NCAA Offii:ial 20_04 . fifth with 87 percent.
.
Division i Graduation Rates Report
· The national Division I average
for sttidenfathletes.
was 60 percent of student-athle.tes.
The rhost recentra~kings ·anffor
"We are proud .of the success of:_
the1997~98 incoming Class, which·. .our student-athletes. on the courts
graduated 93 .percent of its studel!t- . and fields· imd in the classroom,'~
athleteS;This makes Xavier second · s~dAthleticDirector Dawn Rogers ..
only· to Duke University's 94 per. "We had o~er .60 percent ofo~r ·
cerit.
.
students on the 2004 Atlantic 10
Georgetowri:,_University ranked Conference Honor Roll. These
third with 92 percent, Davidson ''.graduation rates are further proo( of
fourth with 91 percent, and Notre the university's coritintied commit. Dame fifth w·itl,i 89 percent·
menttothe'acadernic success ofour
The national average for.all Di- · student-athletes."·
.vision t schools was 62 per9erit . ;~It is also another indication of ·
graduation rate for their student- the excellent academic supporfsysathletes.
. ' ... .
. . .tern for our studerit~athletes and the ..
Xavier's fo_ur year class average . excellent workof Pr. Fleming,:Kelly
was79 percent;' which ties for 20tii · Brooks, Kim Pqwers arid the rest of
. in the nation. '
.·.
.. the people i~
academic support
Davidson ranked first with 92 system," she said. .
.

L-etler.:from SG-A President
·.~bout race issues on campus

our

ANDY GIBSON ASKS PEOPLE TO LOOK AT l~SUE FROM DIFFERE~T PERSPECTIVE

Throughout the course.of a day,
As students at 'Xavier Univerwe make thousands of decisions. sity, we must remember that one of
· From the clothes. we wear, to the the most important decisions we
food we eat, to the words we say, to make is tci challenge ourselves to
the way we act; as students we are become better everyday.
·
constantly making choices.
We must challenge ourselves to
Each of these thousands. of look at a givefl' situation .through·
choices carry different weight and the eyes of those who think,. feel,
importance. The heavier and more and act differe11tly tha~ us.
importa~t choic,es speak greatly to
. What's more, we must challenge ·
whom we are and more importantly ourselves .to accept that. not every-.
to whom we wantto become.
one has had·_the same experiences
As students at Xayier, we are we've had,. thinks. ,the' same
currently· faced with one of these thoughts we do, reacts to sitUations
heavy and important choices.
the same way we do, and thaqhis
fo. recent weeks, .e.vents have' is okay. yve must accept that.these
occurred that have raised questions differences exist. ·
and' concerns about race relations
- We must also accept that there
arid diversity bn cfilnpus;
·
·are differences that-we will never
. People hav~ felt offended and fully und~rstand. In order to purhave ,na:de their. feelings known .. ·· sue any growth, however, we have
Some of us have similar percep- to choose to accept our differences
tions and can sympathize o~ a per- as a means to appreciation rather
sonal. level of understanding as to than· pursuing understanding as a
exactly why these persons were - means. to acceptance.
'and have been - offended. ·
Perhaps you've heard the folOthers arriongus have different lowing example before:..As a man,
perceptions and don't fully under- I accept and can appreciate a
stand why some have been· of- woman going,through childbirth
fended.
. even though I will never fully un-

'.NEWS.:

SPORTS:

.-; · . Professdr finds home, ·
mission at Xavier .

·..

PAGE2

·· SGAd_iversity issues still
being debated ..
'PAGE 6

··Volleyball seniors say ...goodbye with win
. PAGE 9

derstand what. it is like to live
through such an experience.
However, if! tried to.completely
,understand childbirth before ac. cepting and appreciating it, I would
never reach any level of acceptance
or appreciation for something that
·is so integral for so many women.
This "':'ould obviou~ly ·limit my relationships with many women ..
· Am I suggesting this article
solve any of the issues concerning
race relations and diversity cin campus by itself?
Certainly not. .
.
Rather, I hope this serves as a
reminder that as students of a Jesuit' institution and mernbers of a
broader community and in order
to grow, we need not always-understand whyour.peers think, feel,
and act differently in order to
choose tci accept and appreciate
th~m.
"
. ·
It might be only one of the thou•
sands of decisions you make today, but it is an . important
one.
I
. .
~Andy Gibson
SGA President

DIVERSIONS:
An 'Incredible' movie
review.
PAGE
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THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

BRIEFS·· ]:lrofessor finds home, miSsiolla(:X~Vie:r .·.

Meg Nalezny & John Thpmas,
'Editors
News Room: 745-3122
newswire~news@xavier.edu

ta~~~Im1®11Q:IUllJllH

Xavier awarded .
HUD Grant
Xavier University is one of 14
schools nationwide selected by
the U.S. Department of Hous~rig
and Urban Development to receive a Community Outreach
Partnering Center (COPC) grant.
The highly cc)mpetitive grant,
$392,000 over three years, was
awarded throughHtJD'sOfficeof
·University Partnerships. It will be
used to establish and operate a
COPC that will address specific
needs in the Evanston and
Norwood communities that border the university.

Poetry reading
At 7 p.in. Wednesday in the
Long Recital Hall in Edgecliff
. ·Hall, there will be a poetry reading. featuring two graduates of
·Xavier's class of 1969, Mike.
Henson and Richard Hague. The
event is free and open to the public.

Diversity Lunch
·Dr. Ernest Fontana of Xavier's
English Department will speak
from noon to 1:30 p.m. on Tuesday in room 330 of the Gallagher
StudentCenter: Dr. Fofitana's discussion-'will focus on ge~der subversion and alternative sexualities

~Q~:~::·:y~::,-:~~:::::

sity Studies, is part of the Diversity .in the Classroom Series, and
is an informal discussion between
faculty and students. Please bring
a bag lunch; All are welcome to ·
attend one or all of the presentations. Faculty iriterested in making a· presentation as part of the
series should call or email Christine Anderson, at 745-4246, or
andersoc@xavier.edu ·

Rake-A-Thon.
·xavier's branch of Habitat 'for
Humanity is conducting its first
annual Rake-A-Thon on the fol~
lowing Saturd~ys and Sundays:
Nov. 13-14, 20-21 and Dec. 4-5.
The members of the club will rake
any yard, provided the yard's
owner is willing to donate $15 per
hour, per worker, with about four
workers on each job. The proceeds
will help pay for Xavier's fifth
Habitat for· Humanity house: For·
more information, contact Katrina .
Mahlerwein at 924-8824 or at
mahlerweinkr@xavier.edu;

Writers needed
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·. m<>~~ interesting inteipretation

MARIA SHEERAN

ex~

periences such as the tune-she inter'
preted for Miss Puerto 'Rico in the ;
She's a Taurus. She doesn't c;ook;
Miss \Vheel9harr.America ·Pageant.·
ShelivesintheCommons.Youmay
·..... Born''iii Arlington, .Texas,
think you know 10 peoplejust'like
Hcidgsori says it's her hometown .
rootS.thatfuel her passion ..fqr her.
· her., but dig a little deeper and
you'll f/.nd you've probably never
. cause. -- : .
'
.
met anyone quite like Dr. Irene· .
· • As a child, slie remembers her ·
Hodgson.
·
· grandmother bringing ·hom.e boo.ks
A Spanish profess_or and Direc. in Spanish, 6ncmiragingher to learn · .··
for of the Latin American Studies
· :. the-language; . ·
Minor; Hodgson has made her mark
. . ·Hodgson went on to get her i.m"'.:
in Xavier'sLatin Ameri9an and sodergradu~te degree inSpanisli'at
· cial justice programs. ·
Purdue University, then her ll}ast~r's
Hodgson; our 2001 Teacher of
~atNYUinMadrid.
.
ihe Year, continues to be a"voice .on
·. .She went back to Purdue for her
·campus. encouraging awareness of
Ph.D, befote' Xavier brought her to~·
. issues surrounding LatinAmerica. ·.
·. cincinn~ti in .1986. ·
..
.
· "I'matapointinfuylifeandmy -~_===================::==~===
Outside ofher·involvementsin
career where I keep asking mys~lf
·
·
· ·
Spanish a~d Latin America,
where I can make the best contribu- ham, and _she .plans on. at least two . ,;[An opporWnity] ~Hi' Co1ne ·..•..·. Hodgsbn h~s. taken an· inforest in
'tion," she said.
'
more; Herapiutmentisabitsmaller .along and I'll feel like it's some~. Reiki.Reiki is a holioistic energy
For now, she's ll}aking an impact than the snid~nt apartments, but big thing I'm supposed to do'."
.:.•.. ·healing practice· similar ii;> healing . ·
. serving on the Justice Across the enough : to fit. her greatMany of those opporturiitie·s ' touch:.·• .·
Campus, Service Learning, Peace grandmother's piano. ·
·come in her translation and inter~ . .· She.wastumed on to alternative
Studies and Study Abroad Commit~
So how's life in the dorms treat~- pretation work.·
.
.
healing while. in Central America;
tees..
ing her? Pretty well, except for one . ·-She just flnishedtranslating heri. and·embraced Reiki during a bout .
· She's also an adviser for both the . thing.·
fourth book, a collection of ex~ · 'with Carpal Tunnel Syndrome. .
Voices of Solidarity and tlie soci~l
- "I hate when the fire alarm goes .. cerpt~. from Archbishop' Osca,r ; ' She has. aii on~campusReikiprojustice apartments in th.eCommons. . off in the middle of the night," she Romero;s homilies thatis due out . gram in the irorks for earlypecem-.
Hodgson 's reason for living in . saia.
· next year.
. . . .
. . ber, just in time -to relieve students ·
the Commons is simple: she w&nted .. . C~mpus residency as'ide,
: Hodgscm will now begin tnms~ of their stress over finals. .
.
tci be closer to campus.
. · · Hodgson .sees her calling to .be in · 'lation on another book, a. biogra-· · With s~ch a full plate, it'.s hard to
But it also gives her the chance solidarity. with the people o.f Latin :. phy oforie pfthe six Jesuit priests imagine she hastune to take on any- .
.to be closedo the students. (They America, arid to be a catalyst fo get- killed in ElS~ivador.in i 989._ .·. · · · thing. else. . · ·
· · · ··
· ··
seem.to have taken quite a liking to - ting others :to take direct actiOQ ' Hodgson '!fas also done exteri-:
Bui: she has a n'i.ission, and it
-her too. Nearly every student. who. against injustices th~re.
·
sive:work ~ an)n~erpreter, which doe.sn't'look like she's~stop~ing
·passed by during this intervie.w
"When~ see inj!Jstices, particu~. · she says bon<;ls her with tile people anytime soon. . .
.
.· ..
stopped to say "hi".) '
'
larly ones that our country is en- og:atini\Jnerica.. ·. .· ·. ' . ''
·~1 try:fo_iliinkifthere's anything
... This i's' her thkd year in her foµrth ·· ·· cou~aging; T-want io dci something:' ··: · ,_ ·cShe1s· toying; \l(ith the idea of that I can stop doing/'. she said, "and .
floor apartment next to Father Grii- · •aboutit,"•'she sai& ;.· .: '' 1 '. · • · ·
'writing- ·a· ~ciok;\ab_put:some ·cif het · I'. usually'. can~(find :iiuiCh!;'.' ·
----""--------------"""-----------~-----------------------------------.---.----------------------Contributing Writer ·
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u remem ers- . esu1 ·mar -yrs_.

c1· b

CHRISI.INA BLUST

Campus News Photographer

Along with the international Jesuit community; Xavier Uniyersity
. will remember a tragic act of violence by recognizing the 15th.anniversary of the Jesuit martyrs on
Monday and Tuesday.
The student organization Voices
of Solidarity (VOS) , which deals
. with LatinAmerican issues,issponsoring an event to c?mmemorate the
anniversary.
On the night ofNov.15, 1989,
members of the.Salvadoran military
entered the University of Central
America (UCA), a Jesuit university
in San Salvador, El Salvador, and
assa8sinated si~ Jesuit priests, along
.with th~ir housekeeper-- and her
daughter.
·
At this time, El Salvador was in

b.

· the midst of a brut~l civil war be".
TheU;N. assisted in the form~Many: of Xavier'.s students and ·
t\Veen the right-wing government -tfon ofa peac~ tre~ty between the ' faculty want to .promote a larger
and a civilian· uprising called the . two groups that was signed in Jariu7 · . ay.rareness of the. murder of these
Farabundo Marti" National Libera- ary of 1992.
. .
eight people.
tion Front, or the FMLN.
. Though this treaty offiCially- . · . "I think ii's important 1,1ot to fot
, The Jesuits, Ignacio Ellacuria, ended tpe war, it did not bring an · their deaths •be in vain," saidjunior .
Segundo Montes, Ignacio Miirtin- · ·immediate ·erid'to the violence. : . Ann Marie Ca8tleman.
. Baro, Joaquin Lopez y Lopez, Juari
. For obvious r~a8ons, the tragedy,·. · ·• "We haveiq realize 'what they
RamonMoreno, and Amado Lopez; that began onNov, 15, 1989;
.
died fcir and why they died for it. .
were targeted by the military. They
' The tragedy carried )rito the ·'· Then we can wor.k to remedy the in- '
.charged the priests with. teaching next morning, ha8.strqnglyaffected . jtistiqes.~hat.were th.e cause of such.
. im.bvers_ive ideas fo the university Jesuit universities worldwide,·. . .. deaths."
· ·· · ·
students.
. ''.It'sinteresti~g io think that the.
· Everyo~e is' welcome to ·at~end
Elba Ramos, the housekeeper at UCAis a school just like Xavier," the.VOS-sponsored event to be held
the Jesuit residence, andherdaugh- said Becky Burnside; ajunior}vho at 1:30 'p.m. on Tuesday at
,ter, CeliaMariselaRamos, wereinur- is amember of VOS. · .
. ..
Bellarmine Chap et .
. .· · •.· •
dered simply because oftheii.pres-:'"Student~, who' were siniilarin , . there, stiident:Scan listen tovarience·that night.·
·many ways to the students at ous speakers as well 'a~thel1ve mu-·
.c
Though the civil war eventually - Xavier, woke up one morning to see .· sic of the Salvadoran b~nd Exceso
claimed over 70,000lives, the kill- :their world shattered by injustice · de Equipaje.
·
·
ing of six priests and two inrtocent . and violence.''_ It seems so far reFor more information about the.
women brought the world's atten- mqved from us but at the same time event, please. email ~Dr. Irene
. ticm to El Salvador.·
" completely coimected,''
·.. Hodgson at hodgson@xavier.edu.
.
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Police ·Notes
Nov. 2, 1:15 a.m. -Aresident
student reported harassing phone•
calls from. an unknown female
·subject.

Nov. 5,10:45 p.m. -An' under. Nov~ 7, 6:10 p;D.i. -'-A student
age student. was. transported 'from ' reported a hit~and.~nin automobile
· the Homecoming Dance by Cincin-. accident fo the ~-2 Jot•
nati Fir~ and 'Rescue for possible
. a!Cohol poisoning.

·If you are interested in writing
for _the Newswire, the Campus
News Editors invite you to our.
Nov. 4, 4 a;m. ~ An ex-em-.·
Nov. 7, rriidnight-A non-stuweekly meetings at 8 p.m. every
ployeewas
arrested
in
Schott
Hall
dent
was cited in Brockman Hall
Monday_ in . the Publications
·
for
criminal
trespassing.
for'
fighting
with students and. was'
House. Articles will be pas.sed out
·escorted
off
campus and asked riot·
during .these meetings. For more
toreturn.
,
information, please. email us at
newswire-news@xavier.edu

..

Nov. 7, 4:35 a.m. --A student
was cited for' miscond.uCt; assault~
' ing a police officer, and iesisting
.arrest.:after refusing to leave the .·.
·building· during a: fire alarm. : · ·
. ·..... ,
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-···Andy Clark, Student Relations Committee

· Joe Van Deman, Administrative Vice President
· THIS DOES NOT REFLECT THE SENTIMENTS OF
.. STUDENT SENATE, THE EXECUTIVE, QR.STUDENT ACTIVITIES
COUNCiL. THIS IS PURELY THE REFLECTIONS OF ONE SENATE . Your Executives have been working hard to get a
shuttle service to run between Xavier University and
MEMBER ON THE ISSUES OF RACE ONOUR CAMPUS.
the Cincinnati Airport. And it here ... just in time for
Over the past few weeks, we as a community have
Thanksgiving Break!

witnessed racial concerns come to the forefront of our attention.
·The concerns stem from comments said by one that hurt so
many. Moreover, it was brought to senate's attention by the
gentlemen of G.O.A.L. that many people of color in the Xavier
· community feel that their representation ends at the Student
·Senate rather than beginning there. J.J. Gibson mentioned the
cyclical nature of Senate's responses.to. the problems related to
diversity on Xavier's campus. That is, Senate responds to the
problem by patching the hole instead of fixing the wall, so to
say. The purpose of this editorial on the SGA page of the Newswire is to reflect what I think should be done and what is being
done to fix the wall instead of merely patching the whole.
Thus far, the SGA Executive has appointed two special
committees to investigate race in the scope of SGA. The first
committee stands as a prototype for a potential diversity committee within the realm of Senate. The second committee looks
at how we can best advocate policy changes. It is my opinion
that these are both good beginnings to solve a difficult and com~
plex problem.
'· . .In addition, I would like to personally eaU every student
'·body member to come to one of ()Ur Senate meetings and voice
what direction you think$GA should go i.n with relation to diver-··
sity issues. Although, it is helpful to show where there are prob.-terns;· it can often be· more. helpful to point• out possible solutions...
J More.significantly, if you can't make ()n~ oftJ:!e.S~IJ~t~.me~_t:-_, ,.
ings, come to one of the SAC meetings. SGA as a whole is
looking to help solv.e this problem on ~avier's campu.s.
Lastly, if you can do neither of the above feel free to stop
me wherever you see me. I have no qualms· about stopping
what I am doing to hear what you have to say. If we can do this,
we will have an even greater foundation for the much needed
change on our campus. I thank you for your time, patience, and
attention.

The service is free to students. It is available on a
first-come, first-serve basis. There are a limited number of openings.
Registration will be done via email. Please send an
email to vandemanjw@xavier.edu that includes your
name, local phone number, ~he time at which you
would like to depart, the time at which you would like
to arrive.
Registration for the shuttle service will not be accepted after 5 PM on Sunday, November 21.
Questions? Contact Joe Van .Deman at x3345.

Shuttles will be leaving
from ·eellarmlne Circle
for the Cincinnati Airport:

Shuttles will be leaving
from the Cincinnati Airport
. and arriving at
Bellarmlne Circle:

Tuesday.· Nov.ember 23
.; ::: ) ..~Mt~·
..: } / '){!

.

eM1 .9 PM .

! ;; . ;;"!;'' 1;,.

Wednesday. November 24
BAM, 10AM, 12Noon

· Sunday. November 28
2 PM, 4 PM, 6PM
8PM,10 PM

11 SENATE@XAVIER.EDV 11
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SGA Pr•lll•s

C.rystal Fry·
Jacqui Taylor
Junior
Sophomore
Senate
SAC
Community Affairs
Enrichment & Co-Sponsorship
Office Hours:
Office Hours:
Wednesdays 2:30 pm - 4:30 pm Tuesdays/Thursdays 11:30 am -12:30 pm

D
D_
DHometown: Seville, OH

Hometown: Uniontown, PA
D High School: Cloverleaf HS
High School: Uniontown Area HS
D Major: Math,
Major: Theology
DMinors: Chemistry, Philosophy, Theology
Other Clubs/Interests: Life exists outside
DOther Clubs/Interests: Water Polo, · ·
SAC?!
D Navigators, and Physics Club
Favorites ....
DFavorites...
Class at Xavier: Studies in Fiction
D Class at Xavier: Dr. Gollar's Theology
Meal at the Cafeteria: BLT Wraps
DMeal at the Cafeteria~
·
Movie: True Grit
DPopcorn Shri~p and Z-layer Bars
Book: How to be Happy, Dammit
D If you . could choose any three people in the If you could choose any three people in ·
Dworld.to have dinn,~r with, who.would you
the world to have dinner with, who would
D choose? Janet Evans, Albert Einstein, and
you choose?, My fiance, the Undertaker, ·
D Richard Gduvin, Jr.
. ..
and Fred Rogers ·
Q:i~-~~ = =·=
= = = = = = = = = = = = = ·= = = C:=i = = = = = = t
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·Andy Clark, Student Relations

c~mmitte~

This week is the second' consecutive week of the self-defense program being hosted at O'Connor sports center. Thus, far we
.have had a good attendance and encourage anyone who is interested to come out to the event. Last week, we focused on how to
~ cape frontal chokes and grabs; this week, we willlook at how to escape write, arm & hand grabs: The event still
ppens from 6:30 to 8 at the O'Connor Gym on Wednesdays for women and. Fridays for men. Moreover, if you
have missed a week don't fret, we will be doing a review of what we learned last week in this week's class.
·
·
Hope to see you all there!

(
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by Damien Streck
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The lnternationat·Bachelor

NEWSWIRE-OPED@XAVIER.EDU

EDITORIAL -

Diversity importanc(f
~at obligation is held .by the
The issues of racial prejudiCe
raised throughout the Student Gov- Senate and the Executive Commiternment Association the last several . tee for. their failure to respond to
weeks are timcly and•important is- the issues of diversity' mi. this cam- ·
sues, which have been raised for all pus? Some would argue that the
Xavier students to understand and entire situation was blown out of
take notfoe. Just as the safety is- proportion' because it was just a
sues affected everyone on campus, couple of statements made by one
comments focused on race affect the person.
However, the minority populaentire student body and should be
tion on campus may disagree simaddressed as such.
While Chief Couch has insisted ply because they are forced to deal
he had no malicious intent when with it frequently.
making the comments, they were
On a regular basis, we see situabred out of stereotypical assump- tions like black students being vertions about an entire race. Chief bally assaulted by a drunk student
Couch has never denied making the at Soupie's who nonchalantly
statements, which junior Ebony throws around the n~word (as was
Davis directly quoted froin the meet- the case several weeks ago) or hoing, although he asserts they were mosexual students sitting around a
taken out of context.
group of friends who refer to the
After Couch revealed what "this word "gay" as if it were a parasitic
type of crowd" meant by correlat- condition. It's a sad fact of life.
ing the ev.ent to one the Black Stu- Those in the minority must deal
dent Association would have, Chief with these aspects of life those in
Couch made it plain to the Xavier 1 the majority will never have to face.
However, problems arise when
community where his intent truly
layed. By the way, it is not standard those in the majority, whether it be
policy to use metal detectors at race, socio-economic. background
BSA events, although, they were or sexual-orientation, believe that
used several years ago to supervise the i~sues of one group must only
Greekfest, a BSA co-sponsored be addressed by that. particular
group~ This belief does not coinevent.
As of press time, Chief Couch cide with the Jesuit tradition on
has yet to issue any type of apol- which this university continually
ogy to those offended by his state~ prides itself.
People, especi~lly those in leadmen ts. ·Although it is understand:
ablefroina public r~lations perspec~ ership positions, i.e~ Senate and the
tive to have a non-responsive policy Executives, must not only know the
toward Newswire editorials, the details of one's position, but also
magnitude of this opinion article know how to lead in. difficult situaand the firestorm created as a dire~t tions. Ignorance is no excuse when
result, should yield some type of one is entrusted to lead the mas.ses,
· since the ability to connect with all
written or formal response.
While Chief Couch's primary types of people and their concerns
duty is the protection of the stu- makes someone an effective leader.
dents, he left the Senate meeting
Hopefully, the leaders of our stubefore the public forum portion· dents and our university will now
where students showed their discon- respond accordingly to this issue
tent with not only him, but also with which is an all-encompassing probthe Senate for failing to fulfill their lem that reaches every nook and
obligation to the students.
cranny of campus.
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-Senator fully. acknowledges
importance of <liversity issues
I would like to take this oppor- propriate course of ac.tion . would had one. .similar to it. .
I hoped we could prevent these .
tunity to clarify my points and po- be. So, I consulted my committee.
sitions in the last Senate meeting, We decided to take this issue to Dr. types of insensitive comments from
Luther Smith in a meeting on Mon- . ever happening again.
on Nov. l, 2004.
.
Aft~r ·trying to contact Ms. ·
I, Sean McKew a resident assis- day, Aug. 30. ·
tant in 2 Central· Brockman Hall,
We wentinto this·meetiitg with Davis, ~ called Chief Couch, three
was awakened on the night.of Aug. Di. Smith, PresidentAridy Gibson, times, hoping to set up a meeting
28 at 2: 1Oa.m. by another Resident Vice-President Constance Fowler, ·.to discuss these serious concerns.
Chief Couch did respond, exAssistant who was lock~d out of Vice-President Joe V~ Deman, and
his room. After addressing this situ- Senate Coordinator Wpliam plaining that he was interviewing
new 9fficers all. week and unfortu. .,.
ation I was socil;tlizipg with three · Buckley.
nately, did not have the time to meet:
of my friends. i.n· .the, secqnd' floor
·
with me.
lounge when a Campus Police ofIn the Senate meeting of Nov. 1
ficer entered the room
·
I was offended by the fact that some
. -My friends, the officer and.I bestudents said that SGA was not
gan to engage in some. friendly
standing up for them. When one of
conversation in which I identified
the Senate members takes on any
myself as a resident assistant. One
. issue on campus they are representof my friends asked if he had to
-ing the.:entire board and organizapatrol all the dorms. He responded
tion_in addressing'
, · ·· .
·
that he did, just to
that issue.
"Peal the drunks
Therefore, if I
off the floor and
meet with Chief
get them to their
Couch about ra:
rooms," and then
cial issues or if a
stated it was a lot
senator hangs flyof walking.
ers regarding stuAfter that I
dent. safety we do
went back to my
so not as sturoom, and redents, but as sena- •
turned to the halltors representing
way five minutes
the board and are
later to use the rest '
therefore able to
room and the cammake
statements
pus police officer
like
"Senate
was in the hall.
acted"
because
I addressedL,;i,;;;~~~~~:;;;:,;;;;~~~~~
we did so through
him and said, "I
of
our
members.
At the same
one
heard there was an incident. in
Dr. Smith promised that he
Buenger Hall'.". The officer re- would investigate. t~e issue and time I appreciate that thjs view is
sponded, "Yeah, this one kid got took this allegation very seriously. not agreed upon with all students,
the shit beat out of him." I said,
After this meeting I submitted a it is nonetheless what I think.
I would also like to address
"Really, that's horrible. l saw an written statement to Dr. Smith and
ambulance had to be called." The .asked him to forward it to Michael something alluded to in the last
officer said, "Yeah, when I first got Couch, Chief of Campus Police. meeting;· someone stated that a
there he wasn't even breathing; After-doing this on SepL 3i I waited member of Student GovernmentAsBut, I wasn't going to do mouth to .for a response from an administra- sociatio.n said, "Racial issues are
just not· my forte." I :did not make
mouth on him; he wasn'teven from tor and have not received one.
this country."
On th,e week of Oct. 20, I read this comment therefore I feel comThe officer then proceeded to Student Activities. Council mem- fortable defending it since I believe
make a violent kicking motion and ber Ebony Davis's editorial and it everyone within SGA has students'
•
started chanting "Get up, get up!" really bothered me because I best interests at heart.
I feel that the person who made
I then smiled and turned around to thought I was starting to see a patgo back to my room.
tern in the comments and insensi- this comment was· trying to say that
I am trained as an RA to con- tivity of Campus Police's actions. they were not best equipped fo deal.
front such situations,. but because l t~en found Ms. Davis's phone
this was a uninformed university number and called her in a hope to
official, I was unsure what the ap~ discuss· her experience since I had
cont. on page 7
I
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··.Rugby· ai,:ticle misrepresented facts· of case
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The Oct. 20 issue of the . .• lice were presentat the time of the view for behavior has had . to deal about the hearing to give all teams
Newswire inaccurately described ·. eventand during the hearing to dis- · with their budget being frozen.·
an equal chance to represent them.
the.events occuring withiri the cuss this potential hazing,
The structure of the l;learing
Theotherclaimconcemingfair. ·Rugby. Club. Unfortunately, the
.. The main purpose ,0fthe hear- was questioned in the original ar- ness to the hearing was that wit.· ·main facts of the case ~nd the truth . ·· i~gs was to decide if the event was ticle, or rather, the lack of struc- nesses were not. allowed in or were
-ofthe hearing Wtth the Club Sports or was not hazing. However, a ture~ Turner was even inaccurately not allowed to speak. The structure,
Council were left out. The pressure player who was not at the hearing, quoted on the matter, because pre- though, stated at the beginning that
. for the underage st~derits. to drink Ed Clark, claimed that the council vfous. years lacked overall struc- - two wi_tnesses and one character
. led tci. the Council decision. Yet; had a'decisi~n before the team was . ture. However, since his arrival, ·- witness were allowed. These three
. the claim was made that the hear_. ever brought in; The Club Sports · Turrier has yearly brought addi- witnesses talked and participated
fog had no purpose, had no struc- Council actually stayed until· al:.. . tional structure not only to hear~. in· answering questions from the
t\ue and_ was unfaii:...
·
mosfl a.m. that night to decide on. ings, but also to the Club Sports in Council.
the· matter and proper preliminary • general.
sanctions for it.
.
Turner is also a member of the
· The purpose of the Couricilas fr Judicial Review Board and uses
relates to disciplinary action is to their structure for hearings· to set
discuss the is.sue and give sanctions: up the club sports council hearings ..
These· recommendations go to Jirii · _ At the begi'nning of the review with ·
Ray, the Director of Recreational the Council, Mr. Turner stated the
Sports, 'who will approve or reject entire process of the hearing before ·
the council's sanctions which can it officially began. The irieiderit at harid for the be appealed to Dr. Smith: ~
As far as fairness is concerned, - ·
-·Club· Sports Council was amatter ~ · . The other false
the ·
articleof haiing; ~ot underage drinking. .· · claim. by ·a mem.
.
.- claimed that stu- .
Dr.Luther Smith, the originator of ber;not an officer,
. "The main purpose 'dents
were.
· ihe allegatioi:is, decided it .would was that.the coun- ,./'
~h
kicked out of the
be best for him to oversee that com- ' . Ci( froze the OJ t. e earzngs was to hearing if they
Finally, the article claimed the
team
was suspended and the matter
. ponent of the.incident, while, the ·-team's funds and . decide;i+the event was were connected
Club Sports Council oversaw the cancelled. team
~
in any social way was· over; however, the appeal rulalleged hazing incident.
games. However, or was not hazinu. "
to the Rugby . ing had yet to be released. The ap- ·
0 '
The drinking turned into a po- . Nick
Cherry,
Club. Actually, peal at that time inay have been
tential hazing ~hen a game was RugbyClubI>resi·nobody
was accepted or denied, and in fact
played that included only. "rook- dent,-asked about the game during kicked out. of the hearing. The turned out to be modified by Dr.
ies,''. or first:-ye~ players on the · the hearing and_ if it could or could .·rugby representative and women's Ron Slepitza, Vice-President of Sturugby team. It should be notedtµat · not be played, and Ray respon(.l~d n1gby representative were present dent Developm.ent.
alumni purchased the alcohcil for . by asking 111rrito coine to his office for the hearing, 'but wer.e asked to
· Hopefully, next .time the
the, party,. and that the .game .,_vas . the next morning after the -co_uncil leave for the vote on sarn;:tions be- Newswire will look at the entire case
used to initiate first-year players as · had reported its recommendations. · cause of different reasons.
and supply only facts, not opinions, .
they were encouraged, before and '• . . .fu.nds. are. always. frozen fo~ a
Arf.Y team under review .is not on matters they report.
during the game, to finish the . club undei:review and Rugby, who allowed to have their representa-.
The ~oimcil hoped and still
bottle.
..
·
·'was suspended-~n both 1998 and tive vote and the women's rugby hopesthatthesesanctionsshowstilThis "game" consisted of teams 2002, 'which was under Cherry's representative was a8ked to leave dents in and out of sports th!it unof six to eight people racing .to fin7 first term of presidency, would because she was at the party, which · derage drinking is dangerous and
ish a bottle of·Old Crow Whisky; knowthecouncil'sp'olicy; The hear- made her a witness the aHeged. should never be forced on anyone.
.
In addition, hazing is a serious
The.gamecausecitwofirst-yearstu-:. ing will then either continue to incident.
dents to havetei receive EMS treat-·- hold funds or free them to be used
· The final student allegedly matter that should not be tolerated
· ~entfor po.ssible alcohol poison- ·again 'a8 _it deems 'necessary. The. kicked out of the hearing, the-men's, or supported by leaders on any.
ing; The_police received. a signed purpose of holding funds during the volleyball repres_entative, never level.
· . witness report of ·these ·actions - -review is lo s.top a team, or any club, even came to the hearing. Turner
-David Bolek
- promptfog the Club-Sports Coi.m- that h~s been reviewed from using efoaiied all counCiLmembers and
Club Sports Council Presiden~
cil to
olice officers. The o~ · them. Any club or team under re- . Club Sports general email accounts

·h

; .

I
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might notbe the best person to deal
Ifoothing el~e, M.s; 'Davis is en:-·
. with this issue, but at the same time titled to her feelings and if she in
. offe~ed their fuU supportand i.n no . ~ny way felt discriminated against,
way implied that these, issues were . singled out, or in ~nyway felt of~
· .not important.
·
fended; then it is a huge issue that!cont. fr~m page 6
. We all, as people, make mistakes· personally, representing SGA, .
and we all, at times; offend people · would take up; Comnients that dis~
with these issues, bec~use they.. because we are all different and. courage diversity and openness· are thought someone else leading. this. . human.lt_is important to have open ..\. not welcome anywhere, especially
task ~ould be better. ' .
.
communication to explain why we not on this cainpus.
. _ . '
. I _think that this person wasjusf \feel the way we do so ~e can con~
f am, along wit}} the Ex.eciitives
trying to make thar point-they tinue to grow l/-nd,Jearn.
..·. and the rest of Se11ate, committed

Se'. na···to' r.

to working on these diversity issues and hope to be able to lead by
example to prevent situations like
this from happening ag~n ..
If any student ever feels pu't
down or hurt by any.comment any
one on the campus makes, that is
an imperitive issue and should be
acidr.essed promptly. ' .. .
.
. -Sean McKew
Student: Senator
Class of 07'
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Possibility of draft
. has- foundation

Writer finds idealism faulty
:

D

My Oct. 20'editorial, "America tion is more accurately stated wide range'of ideologies along the
bears the burden Of idealism,"
thusly: governf11:ent- sponsored polit~cal spectrum. I gave my readseems to hav.e stirred up "some
universal liealthcru:e is an ideal that ers credit for knowing this, an<;! did.
does not express the true possiJ:>ili- _. not feel the ne~d to state itexplic- ·
In the Nov. 3 edition of the essential mission~, on~ ofwhich is·
strong feelings, eliciting responses
ties of ouf. current situation: Uni~ ··itly; obviously Ms. Mosko does not ·Newswire, Captain ·sides of
titlecL"L~g~Wats.'; ... - · -·~ _: _ --- -._
from both Jimmy Dillon ("Misversal healthcare; done .John give Newswire:readers ·the. same. ROTC writes that there'wm notbe' . · Thjs mlssfon says :that "the
taken use of Lippmann ideas") and
· ·
· a draft during the coming admi~is~ · United Statesmustret~in-sufficiellt
Melissa Mosko {"Brazen response - Kerry's way, would be a national credit. ,
disaster, as it is in Canada and some
On th_is same point, T do hope tration. ·
forces able iorapidly d~~loy and
to idealism"). Both, however, seem
thatreaders realfaed-that my._com~ .
He argues . this• based .. on _ wiri multiple simultaneous largeto have missed the real heart of European countries.
Ms. Mosk9 is absolutely cor-, men ts aimed against liberals were statistics aboutAimy personnel cat- - scale wars anci'also ·to be able to
what I was writing about: the lib:
rect;
that "a vast percent of our · not directed towards· more. moder- .egories, a recent vote in the· House · respond to u_nanticipated contineral tendency to act upon their ide- population .goes without· health ate Democrats (who.may consider of Representatives, and the idea gencfos in regions where it does
als without allowing reason to play
care because offue bureaucratiza- themselves liberal), but rather that a military infused wid,1.non~ .not maintain forward-based
any part.
tion of the health care system." . against those seated on the farleft. Volunteers would be a _less effec- forces.'"
. .
First, it may surprise Mr; Dillon
Over the fast decade; th~ U.S.
to learn that my editorial was, in · Kerry and 'others to the extreme left It i~ these radicals whose brazen tive organization.
wantto mitke the bureaucratization . idealism_ must J:>e endured by the
The: first ·and thi~d arguments.· _·military· policy has been to main-_
fact, about idealism, and was not
near total, which would cause only rest of America, Democra~ and Re- are pqwerful; the second is weak -. tairi· sufficient forces to fight'two
meant to be.an edu'cational 'piece
further suffering to Americans.
. publicans alike.
. simply becau~e vo_ttf,~''.c~~t :in ~he .;,.,ra;Wj§;;~~~ _ . . _· . _. . _.
._
about the history of Walter
As I have said, this liberal ideal
Lastly, both of my critics seem month precedmg a_nHlJOr election
'.:If.the admmistratlon Wishes to
Lippmann.of government~sponsored tlniver- to have left my editorial with tlie may be politically m:d~~ated rather,. ,;,;. cffght ~ey~rallarge~scale wars, m~re
. The particular quote I enlisted
false impression thafl think i~eals .. than. motivated by· gd~? decisi9 ·
~~~rs9;~rf~~1;~~.will, _be . ne.edec,l.
from Lippmann (''An ideal should
.
. \'!;,
/ •. ; , JP..~t.-~9;p! 9le~, I don't blame Capare themselves negative. Quite the ma~mg.
express the true possibilities of its.·
contrary, as I was careful to point _
However, themainr~onhy.rite:11'i''' ''iti:,,;.S.ic1eS, for~not recognizing or
subjects. When it does not, it per- verts the true possibilities.") is one
out, the ideals I discussed are them~ ththisdi~ to br.ing addition~~1,fat;i~nt',,
iiThng£thi~~!:d~ti: . ,
h
f found to be very insightful, and
JO: . -n- 'o·•·_:•_':l.:_:•·:_'k'.<:•:n•·•;:;;:O:•u·_:W:•
.
.
e· .·~.- ·,,,_ '.e'_.•'_-._'.- · • ,, ;.:_·.-_·,~:a·'.... . sseolcvi·eestyg.ood, and. impo_rt--ant to our eThe!scussion.
.•:: •:, ./' )' -_ e\',,, ..<?ft'
?. . ~,rio (~ason
to expect trun
at
,,,
Selecti.ve Seryic,~i·#fpages
J·w~ulc{
· have
was merely a jumping-off point for Ui
11
1
. "> •
·
........ ·.
It is when these ideals e ·held one and six of its Noy.?.0d::.2QQ.~ , ~cro~'§~''i(~keg.huse it's npt widely
my thoughts. It is kept well within
up
as
ultimate authority, anc7people Newsletter ' - (www.~~~.goy/' ; ·d~~S@I1;1ip'atedl, (I mean;• who goes
the context in which it originally
·
J'
L
·
act
upon
them without examining PUBLIC.HTM#thereg>); ~t~~~~ th~t . i!i<?J.lnd l(Jpkipg through Selective
appeared, despite the greater
(!'.!:~.·
the
related
faets, that ideals become while"'it is unlikelythata''CMvert.~, •.. >shvi'Ce- n~wsletters in his or lier _
_course of Lippmann's life.
<
··--_···
·--·,,
•••
detrimental
to us all.
tiona1 draft ·of untrained mJ~fwiiif•~·.. ·:dauSi"'lii~?). -· ·
··
As an aside, Mr. Dillon's attempt
~tica
spep_f~~f'lP
Ms.
Mosko's
examples
of
a
sobeneeded
i~theforeseeable'ftitiirei·
···
'
oriJhd
other
hand
I
do
not
to discredit me by claiming that
ciety built_ on freedom, abolition t~e~e exis_t cr~tical sliorta~e~ ··~.~::tP,:: ,;llii,~k):fr i~Jifair for Capt~in Sides to
The Phantom Public appeared in
of
slavery, and suffrage for blacks d1viduals with special skil,J~,.'ih'.;: ;jdescrjbefy1ove0n as "a radical po1925 instead of 1927 (as ihad origisal healthcare is perverting the true
and
woineri did° in fact begin with today'sAvF."
.
········•· liti¢af(,>rganizatiqn." MoveOn was
nally stated) is ridiculous.
possibilities of what can be done
of
It
goes
ori
to
state
that
in . foi.i'ndeci in 1998 as coalition of
'
an
ideal,
but
also
have
the
light
- The Phantom Public was in fact
about the situation, nam~ly Bush's
reason
to
back
them
up.
In
the
situconsultation
with
planners
from
the
citizens who w:ere sick and tired ·of
originally published in 1927 by
plans to lower the costs of
the Macmillan Co. of New York; _ healthcare so more people can af- ation of abortion, for example, the Deptartment of Defense, they are the continuing partisan bickering
simply looking at the 1993 edition
ford it, and to reform Medicare and i~eal ofa woman's sovereignty over now focl,lsing on preparing for a over former President Clinton's imprescription drug coverage to give her body has led. to the action of skills draft, where the skills referred peachment, and ~dv:ocated thatof the text (TI"ansaction PublishCongress·censlire him and then get
ers, NJ) could h.ave told Mr: Dillon
care to those who still cannot af- killing babies; it is devoid of rea- tq are medical; computer, and Ian~
_son, but those hopel~ssly devoted- . guage skills.
-· . back to -governing the country.
this fact.
·
ford coverage,
_As to whetherthecurrentadminThat.'s by no means radical, un. If his quarrel is over the date ,. -. Third, I am sure M~.. Mosk_o will 'to the ideal refuse to examine the
istration might supporf a draft, I · less common sense is considered
"written" versus the date "pubcontinue to cringe at· my contin- issue sincerely.
In much_the same way universal refer to a September 2000. docu- radical these days (and as'c;aptairi
ued use of the terms "liberal" and
' lished," or if there were m_ultiple
publications of which I was un"conservative." Despite her criti- healthcare and the Patriot Act, if the ment from the Project for the New Sides used common sense tliroughaware, I wo~ld still encourage Mr.
cism, liberal and conservative are liberals got what they wanted, American Century (available_ at out the bulk of his Jetter, he probDillon to find some more substanterms that are still used both by lay would jump form ideal to action, www.newamericariceritury.org/ · ably doesn't think so).
a , MoveOn has about 2 million
· publicationsreports.html),
tial and relevant point upon which
people and by officials at many uninformed by reason.
This"is when America is forced nonprofit organization whose members (yes,I'moneofthem);and
to challenge me.
- levels of office. They are useful
Statemen~ of Principles is signed
chooses issues to focus on
Second, _in response to Ms.
shorthand. It is only liberals who to bear the burden of idealism.
Mosko, I must first thank her for
shrink away from their label, _while
-Chris Brown · by Dick Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld, bas_ed on surveys of its meni.ber-calling to my attention something
conservatives wear their labels
Class of '05 Paul Wolfowitz and 22 others. "Re- ship.
building America's Defenses: Strat·-:-Dr. Sarah-Marie Belcastro·
that I should have stated more ' proudly.
,
.
egy;
Force~
and
Resources
Foi·
a
. Xavier Mathen~atics and
clearly in my original piece regardAlso, how dare Ms. Mo_sko inti_New
Century''
gives
a
list
of
four
Computer Sc_ience
ing universal healthcare. My posimate that I do not know there is a
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Jazz Ensemble misplaced

rl ·
~

·D!dyou

in-

Insulted, infuriated, annoyed, ir~ Student .Center. I was willing to was 'too loud arid too crowded
ritated, livid, outraged, disgusted spend any amount of money to e.X:- side the pub? Positiv"'ly riot!
!talked to- a: dozen alumni, parand offended! .
perience the thrill of hearing my '
This alumnus flew thousands of old band under optimum condi- ents and fans that evening, arid was
miles from Arizona to Cincinnati _ tions: What a sorry, sad and pathetic unanimously assured 'that it· was
and ba9k an,d spent an abundance · experience awaited me at the· neither too loud nor too crowded;
of money, hoping to fulfill my de- Gallagher Student Center.
unless youare cine of the pub rriansire to hear the Xavier University
. agers who hates music; extra cus~
Jazz Ensemble at Ryan's Pub, betomers aitd wantsto avoid afes~
cause I had heard and read so mu~h
tive atmosj:>he~e thafcauses ~little
about similar events that have been
extra effort· on·_ his/her .. part. I· 'aln
taking place over the past few years.
ashamed of my alma mater. .I have -:I was a member of that Ensemble
Some moronic bureaucrat, who only one way to protest: Ishall.with(during my undergraduate years) obviously lacks the most elemen- ' hold my usual generous' donation
long before they became the world tary knowledge of acoustics, had - to Xavier University and use the
class musical band they are today. I. decreed that the Jazz Ensemble money to defrayniy rashly and
have listened to their three CD's could no longer pl_ay inside the pub foolishly squandered .expenses~ .
(Rara Avis/ Big Bad Band/ Jammin' and must perform in a diabolical
But, I want to hear that ensemble
with an Attitude) and marveled at echo chamber (called the food perform inthat pub! !f anyone at
their progress toward their go_al of court) where the sound bounces up · Xavier University has. the courage
to reverse the ill-advised decision
becoming one of the most elite and and down a four-story atrium.
consummate collegiat~ Jazz EnI would not walk three steps (let . to banish the Xav_ier Uni','.ei;sity
.
alone fly thousands of miles) to Jazz Ensemble frorri Ryari's;Pub; I
sembles in exist_ence;
I was assured that my· alma mater hear any music in such an atro- ·will be back and I will 'resume iny
had built the perfect venue for hear- __ cio.usly sad and sorry venue. Why donations to the University. · ·
-. ·
.:.__:Jason Mukaretz
ing this world class ensemble at did they move this world class enRyan_'s Pub in the new: Gall~gher semble out. of the pub? Because it
Class of '97

''Jam ashamed ... " .

get a

1400·.on
the SAT?.
Neverthought that you'd
use your test scores?
N qw's: Y<lur chance!· We've -g9t the bestparttinlejob.
···you'll ever have!Teach:our
S.AT atl.d ACT _cla$s·e~. P~y
. st~s-at $15/hr. ApPly
· --.Online.·

-

Y.1NW:pili ..... , . . . _ ,

··•tnPloVm•~t · - ·
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Sing the prallel of ·

love and ioclai
}ulUce with thla

acclalmed Grammy
award-winning
African American
female a cappella
an1e111ble. SWHt '9
honey and strong 11
a rock, this moving
·musical experlanee la
like no othert

.FedEX@ Gr(lu,nd:- Thinking about.some fast cash and help wittT college?: .
Join the fast-paced FedEx Ground team as a part-time Package Handler.
You~ll,W,orkupa sweatAnd in return; g·et a weekly paycheck1tuition
.
assistance a·nd more;. .
· ·
·
· ·
··
'

C"indnnlliArts.ORG
CAATICKET OFFICES .

-ClllllUll)tw:IWJ.'

Qualifications: ·

• Must be:abl~ to lift'50 llJs: .
. ·. .•.•.
· ·
· Apply ·Directly to: ·'
• $9 to $9,50 p/llr ,start, schetjuled raises ·•· · ,.
.
. FedEx Ground after 90 days and 1 year. Available shift: ·
9667
·1n~er;.ocean Prive
. 2AM.i8AM Tue~sat . . ·"· . .
..
Cincinnati~·:OH 45246
• Ability to load, unload, s.ort packages ·
• 18 years or aide~
.
. .·' fedex.com/us/careers
• Part-:time,. 5"'.daf week
Women and m{norit(es ai:e encouraged to join the team. ·
From i-75 North to 1-27S West, Take Exit #42~, OH 747 rforth Exit.' Merge onto Princeton Pike, Prtficeton Pike becom~s OH-747. Continue on QH,747 for approximately

to

2 miles to Muhlhauser
Road. Make a-left onto
Muhlhauser.Road.
Make a left onto
Inter-Ocean
Drive. FedEx Ground will. be on.. your
'·.'.:.··.··, ,'
.
'
.
·.
.·..
...
·.. .
:.... ·-- right, 9667 lnter-.Opean Olive.
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This Week at: ·

'Weri.e•dg·~~---ePooladt2.001m~-~--·
Thursday ..,:o~c~·: mght with draft./drf:ak ~pecials.
Friday ..;;Lh'e Aa~ Kulc/Open 1\lkt'. ~- .. ·
.

· s,tudav;;.. Couep Football/Oldo·.atate ·ft. Pmdue @. 3:30
Su!!lg- IU'L Galile Day/Benp.18 :~· Rlldslcirul@>4:0S pm

lloadAy If.apt Fj)otbdl~-· $3.00 Black fl ~•/22 oz. draft·.
-/~X ,;..•Bucket·~~/&.• domestic 'bee.S fOS' $8~00

Darts Now Available/
.

.

.

41" Mm'l.tpmel'J'·M - _saa.as1-.4eoo

Padd• •t Buiikctn
.
. 21-~!l
..

•••rontraa4 Keidel'• ·
ov•.r

··1 , '.•.

·. -X~l' Shuttle available to and. f~m. BU.Ske·n~··
.

.'

.,

Ground "
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BRIEFS
Dave Gilmore, Editor
Sports Desk: 745-2878
newswire-sports@xavier.e~u .

· Men's b-baU adds ·
two walk-ons
Xavier University men's basketball head coach Sean Miller has
added two walk-ans to the 200405 roster.
Kevin Waymire is a 6-.7 and
220-pound sophomore. forward
from Cincinnati's Roger Bacon
High School. Waymire played two
years as .a basketball .forward and
two years as a football tight end at
Roger Bacon.
He helped the Spartans win the
2002 State Basketball Championship his junior year and the 2003
Regional Finals his senior year. _
Brandon Rice, a 6-0 and 1.70pound freshman guard ·from
Bedford (OH) St.Peter Chanel High
School, also earned a spot on the
men's basketball team;
Rice, a three~year varsity.
letterwinner at Chanel, averaged 12
points, four assists, three r.ebounds
. and two steals as a senior while earning All-League,Honqrs, Second
TeamAll-DistrictHonors and a spot
on the Sectional. and Dis~rict All~
Tournament teams.
He helped his .team reach the
state's Final Four as a junior in 2003
and the Regional Seniifina.ls · as a.
senior in 2004.

·Men's soccer closes
season
The Musketeers had no answer
for Dayton O(I Saturday night as the
Xavier University men's soccer
team lost 5"1 at the XU Soccer
Complex.
With the loss, XU ~oncludes its
season with a 5-12-2 record overall
and ends Atlantic 10 Conference
play with a 3-6-2 mark. Dayton improves to 11-6-1 on the year and 83-0 in the loop. ·
Xavier improved in every offensive category in 2004 including
goals assists and points. ·
Xavier totaled 31 goals for the
2004 season. They also had 20 assists and recorded 89 points: Last
year, XU's numbers were 13 goals,
nine assists and 35 poi~ts. ·

Young__Musketeefs spark
season with exhibition win.

THE~
···ALINE

.

.
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BY DAVE GILMORE .
. Sports Editor ··
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The <::;intas Center got. its _first ..
taste of Xavier ba·sketballaction on
. Saturday· ~s · the· Mllsk~teers ·
.h'andled the California (Pa:) Vokanos, .77-60 in an e)(hibhion game-.
A sp~se. Saturday afternoon
crowd of 5,514'gathered to watch
t_he new-look Muskies and firstyear head coach Sean Miller. un- . .
veil the. blueprint for this year's
squad.
. .·.
. The scorfog-came from all over
the Muskies' roster, with three Mus-.
keteers reaching double~digits.
"We don't havethat one guy
who's going to' get 20. points a·
game, we can do it by committee,"
junior Brian Thornton said. Sopho- .
more Justin Cage was.the chairman
of that committee, dr_oppi_ng 14
points on the Volcanos. .
WithjuniorDedrick Finn absent
due to a sprained knee, the floor· ·
. leadership of se.nior Keith Jackson
and Thornton proved. to. be especially evident in Saturday's drubbing . . · .
.
Sophomore transfer Dupree
Lucas was tapped to handle the
floor general duties with Finn side- . ·
lined. Lucas, along with Thornton; .
led a cavalcade of new faces don~ .·
NEWSw1REARcH1ve PHoro
ning the blue and white for the first·· Sophomore Justin Cageled . with 14 pointS iii Sat11rday's.exhibitionwinoverCalifornia (Pa;).- C~gewill .
time in front ofa home crowd. .
join sophomore Justin Doellman arid junior Brian Thorn~on as Xavier's scorillg threats this· season. ,
Thornton contributed 10 points,
and sopll.omore Justin Doellman . reserves, cutting the lead to as little char~cterii;.tically. turned the. ball · day,"· Miller s.Ud. While at times·
good ofa ballh~ndler the fresll.men looked a bit lost as. a
chipped in with 11, including nine .as· forir pbints }ust before the first .· 'over./He's
from beyond the arc.
halfon thes'trengthofseniorSharif for that to happen," Miller re- · un:it; they.did show flashes of bril_.
liance,-such as in the .second half
Just under two minutes into the Bray's three-point shooting. In the marked:
game, the athletic Jackson put his second half, the Musketeers forced
FreshmeQ Churchill Odiil, when Odia and Burrell seemed to ·
mark on the opening stanza of the · 11 turnovers, helping them to pull Stanley Bu_rrell and· Josh Duncan · calm down and focus on distributall saw significant playing time, as ing the ball. "Oil young guys are a
season, throwing down an authori- away from the Volcanos. ·
A free-throw by sophomore Miller auditioned a plethora .of·• real part of what we're doing:this.
tative reverse two-handed dunk in
transition.
~Brandor:i Cole w!!h 9:26 left in the players for a number o(various. ' year," Miller said, ~suggesting that
· Jackson finished the game with game gave -the Musketeers a 24- roles the -young hoopsters will be 'the fresh faces will be seeing significant playing time once the regu-.
seven points, three impres~ive point lead, their largest of the game. . called upori to play this. seasori:
While Doell man posted a
According· to Miller, Burrell . lar.season gets unci~rway. ·
blocks and three steals. Xavier led
'.fhe Muskeeteers will' play ho~t
by as mtich as ten in the first half, double-double, recording 11 re- scratched the surf~ce of what could
·jumping out to a 12-2 lead on the bounds to. go along with his 11 be a· promising career at the guard in thei.r final ~e~hibition. game at
strength of early scoring by Cage. points, he had trouble keeping positio_n. "He wasn't perfect but he .7:36 p.m: on Thursday againsttlie
California was able to keep pos.sesion of the ball, committing played hard a~d had an attacking 2004 Division ff.national chan:ipithirigs close against the Musketeer · six turnovers.
"I th.ought
Justin un- . mentality arid that ~elped us' to- ons,
the
Kennesaw
State
Owls.
.
. ;...
,._ . ·.·'. ' .···. ,·
:
:,.
.
.
.
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Garnes to

Boothe named to
A-10 first team
Xavier University's women's
basketball player junior, .Tara
Boothe was selected to the preseason Ati an tie· l 0 Conference First
Team.Boothe returns as XU's lead~
ing scorer ap.d rebounder after averaging 18.1 ppg and .7.6 rpg as a .
sophomore. ·
Two other of Boothe's teammates were, also r.ecognized;
Sophmore Suntana Granderson was
honored as Third Team and freshm~n Brittney Puccini -was tabbed
as a member of the· All-Rookie
Team.
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Watch

11/11

11/13

11/13

vs. Kennesaw State
(Cintas Center) .
7:30 p.m~

vs..()BGM Legends
(Cintas Center)
· 2 p;m.

at Western Kentucky
(Bowling Green, Ky.)
· l-p~m.

/.

ll/ti·
:.Walsh Match
(Armory)

8 a.111.

't.

XU volleyball· ~J Duquesne (Pitts~urgh) 7 p.·m.... Men's arid wom~n's ·cross country at.
NCAA Great Lakes· Regional (Ypsilanti, Mich.) 11 a.m. . Basketball preview next week!

SPORTS
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Emotional victories for
.two volleyball seniors
SENIORS ANN·IEKUNTZAND MOLLY MARTIN:CAP OFF FINAL.WEEKEND OF
CINTAS ACTION WITH A PAIR OF WINS

BY cAsEY WELDON

Contributing writer

Hugs; tears and memories took .
priority as the Xayier volleyball
team wrapped up the home portion
of their schedule this past weekend wi~ a pair of dominating wins
over.Temple.arid LaS.alle.,. . .
· ' The pair :a.f. decisiy~ home vie- ·
tories leav~sJCavier at 16-9 over~
all and 10-2 in theAtlantic 10. The.
yictory ove~ Templ:e gives the .
Musketeers a half-game lead for
second pface in the A-10 over the
Owls; ·
The Muskies.· finished S-1 at
home; improving .their all-time
home record.to 47-8.
Seniors Molly Martin and Annie evening, Xavier seniors did their
Friday night,. with the Atlantic
Kuntz, along with all those in- · greatest celebrating on the court, as 10:Tciumament positioning on the
volved with the Xavier volleyball both ladies·tciok center stage versus line, the Musketeers took full ad-.
program, have probably never been LaSalle. Kuntz posted a career high vantage of a .421 hitting percentmore disheartened by a pair of vic- nine block assists; seven kills, and age and 11 total team blocks to
tories. thari they ~ere this past .455 hitting percentage. on the . shoot down the Temple OWis in ·
w,eekend, as the 2004-05 roster ·evening, while Martin dish.ed out 37 three games, relinquishing the
took the floor at the Cintas Center assist_s, eight kills.• seven digs and number two seed to the Musketwo aces.
teers, 33-31, 30-18, 30-19.
. as a team for the final time.
·l,.oQk..i.I,lg l?~i;:J.q1tll.er time_ at ti).~. , . . Symbolic of the changing of th~. :. '..Thariks too,a.kilLby Skrajewsl_cj.
Cintas Center;·Martin, who earlier guard here at Xavier, freshi:nan Jill with· the· score. . tied· at 31; Xavier ·.
this season mov.ed· into second Quayle, who gave up her starting. was able to claw out an overtime
place on Xavier's· all-time assists spot to Kuntz for Senior Night, victory, which featured 11 ties and
list, recalls only fohd memories of earned herself her first' A-' 10 Fresh- . severi lead changes. Martin finher time under. the lights. "I've man-of-the-Week honor.
ished with a robtist 48 assists and
been crying all day," said Martin.
Quayle posted a career-high 13 four kills on the match.
"I'll 'miss everything about [the kills and hit .722 in a 3:0 win over
Duchek finished with 15 kills,
Cintas Center]: the fans, the atmo- Temple, averaging 4.3 kills per game eightdigs and two blocks, all on a
sphere, everything!'.'.
and added three blocks. This season-nigh .577 hitting percent"Just walking out of the tunnel · marked the.seventh time she has re- age to add to·Quayle's career night
we'll miss," said Martin, chiming' corded 10 or more kills in a match~ in _kills (13) and hitting percentin for her soft-spoken teammate
Xavier swept the Explorers in a age (.722).
Kuntz. Kuntz, who has evolved quick three-game match Saturday
·Although play at the Cintas
Center is over; the volleyball
into a leader over her three years, evening, 30-24, 30-16, and 30~19.
Junior Kate Duchek tallied 16 team's season is not. Xavier will
just hopes, as does Martin, that the
Xavier fans .recognize that they · kills on a .571 hitting percentage. now have a week off before they
· "worked really hard every day and Sophomore Danielle Skrajewski to- make their final conference road
gave it 100 percent."
taled 15 ~igs and six kills, while trip of the season, as they travel to
Though there were ceremonies . classmate Astyn Bjorklund pitched Duquesne and George Washington
set up to horior the ladies before . in five kills, two aces, and two on Nov. 12 and 13.
and after tqe. match on Saturday blocks.

Rifle gains momentµm
toward Walsh.match
.

.

BY BRIAN BOWSHER

Contributing Writer

On the heels of a respectable
2003-04 season, the Xavier rifle
team had enjoyed a promising
start to this year's campaign.
Reigning All-Americans
Hannah Kerr, Richard Gauvin,
and Brian Watson have returned
to coach Alan Joseph's squad that
last year finished 7-1. and a respectable fifth at the NCAA
Championship match;·
After three matches this year,
the team is 2-1, with the Walsh
Rifle Match ahead this weekend.

On Oct. 9,. Xavier traveled to
Oxford, Miss. to compete against
Ole Miss and Memphis.
Led by Kerr's scores of 585 (out
of600) on smallbore and 582 on
air rifle, the Muskies took home a
first place finish, outscoring the
Rebels and Tigers 4607-45864545, respectively.
After losing a tough match at
· Jacksonville State 4667-4606,
Xavier rebounded against Tennes.see-Martin .to whi 4634~4540.
Junior Branaon Czekaj was the
high scorer in the air rifle portion
of the competition, posting a score_

of 580, while junior Alice Reed
shot 583 on smallbore. On Saturday, the team will compete in
the 48th annual. Walsh Rifle
Match, an event in which they
have finished second (out of between 12·and 18) for three consecutive years. ·
The first weekend of the event
has already been comp~eted, as
Murray State currently holds first.
place with a score of 4611.
Should Xa.vier continue to ·
shoot in the upper 4600s, they
will be in good.shape to pull in
another top~5 national finish.
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Jimmy Dillon, Editor
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'The Incredibles:' illcredible!
PIXAR NEWBIE BRAD BIRD WRITES AND DIRECTS AN EMOTIONALLY RICH SUPERHERO FLICK

~-

"Big, The Musical"
at Aronoff Center
Cincinnati Music Theatre presents "Big, The Musical" at the
Aronoff Center's Jarson-Kaplan
Theater.
"Big, The Musical," based on
the Tom Hanks hit, "Big," in
which a young boy is magically
transformed into ~an after making a wish to a fortune telling
video game, is adapted by John
Weidman, David Shire and Richard Maltby, Jr.
The show runs through Saturday. For showtimes, ticket information, prices and directions, visit
www.cincinnatimusictheatre.org.

a

"Freak Show"
at Shadowbox
Shadowbox Cabaret presents
"Freak Show" at Newport on the
Levee.
"Freak Show" is Shadowbox's
annual collection of comedy, theater and music dedicated to the
joys of fear.
Showtimes are Wednesday and
Thursday at 7 p.m. and Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m.
On Saturdays, there is an additional 11 p.m. show.
For _ticket information, visit'
www.shadowboxcabaret.com or
'_call (859) 581-7625.

"All My Sons" at
Shakespeare Festival
Cincinnati Shakespeare Festival presents ''All My Sons," Arthur
Miller's classic play about the
troubles of veteran Joe Keller and
his family in the wake of World
War II.
''All My Sons" runs through
Sunday.
·
Performances are at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday-Saturday. Matinees are
at 2 p.m. on Sundays.
For ticket information, visit
www.cincyshakes.com or call
381-BARD.

''Anchorman"
in GSC Theater
SAC and GSC present this
month's Late Night Movie, ''Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy," at 11 p.m. on Thufsday
and Friday in the GSC Theater.
"Anchorman: The Legend of
Ron Burgundy," the story of a 70s
newscaster. threatened by the arrival of a female anchor, stars Will
Ferrell and Christina Applegate,
and was one of the summer's biggest blockbusters.

XU Idol in
GSC Food Court
The Xavier Players present the
latest round of XU Idol at 9 p.m.
on Friday in the. GSC Food Court.
The show is also spons,ared by
Gallagher Student Center Programming Board.

BY LINDSAY KOTTMANN
Contributing Writer

This animated film about a superhero family, from the makers of
"Finding Nemo" and "Toy Story,"
has much more to offer college students than i.t would seem.
Sure, the character_s are being featured as "Happy Meal" toys, but
"The Incredibles" is more mature
than the films Pixar Animation Studios has produced in the past. Their
first film to be rated PG, "The
Incredibles" was surprisingly intense and intelligent.
The characters, action, and humor were enough to please kids and
adults, but much of what made the
movie exceptionally entertaining
went right over the kids' heads.
The movie begins in the limelight
of the superhero era with the crimefighters being interviewed like ce- ·
lebrities, chuckling about their. se- ·
cret identities _and the perks of their
PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM
super-lives.
"Strike a pose, vogue, vogue, voguer The Parrs, resident superfamily, strike fear in their enemies;
L. Jackson, "Pulp Fiction"), for- in the. suburbs and detailing their way;• but instead he turns into an evil
merly Frozone, sneak out to perform family ·problems ·as the parents psychopath. .He plans to eliminate
secret rescues while, their .wives . move into middle age, the movie all superheroes, and sell his technolthink they are bowling, but this is not only comments on family and ogy .so that everyone is _equal.
barely enough to satisfy the for.mer aging iSsues, but addresses the ap''The Incredibles" ii; visually en~r: Jncredi~l~:, Sq,',Vh«?n. he.:ge,~ .fin. . parent social ev~l of forcing those tertaining and well written, and the
invitation to go on a clandestine op- · with incredible gifts to live· medio- characters are believable and unique.
eratiqn for triple his yearly salary, ere lives.
In general,:itis impressiye to find
. he can~t ,refuse.
·
Perhaps the best illustration of echoes of. philosopher~• like. Ayn~ ·
The. graphics are excellent .and this is t_he unusual origin .of the Rand in an animated film.
·
extremely creative, especially each "bad guy," Buddy a.k.a. SynHowever, .the messages are incharacter's .~1;1ch}n,es .and: iny,en- ... <irome.,, \Y4en yo'!-mg~r, ~e.\VaS re- . consistent, b.ec~u~~ .m,e ,siJ.me phi- tions. In particular, Edna-Zone ·peateoly denied to be Mr. lospphy wohl(appia~d s~nieone
(Brad Bird), the heroes' costume de~ · Incredible's sidekick, despite his like Syndrome, who essentially
signer, pulls the movie together and protests that not everyone had to "pulled himself up by his bootkeeps it interesting.
be born with special powers to be straps•• to become super himself.
Early on, one begins to suspect a super.
In the end, '1'he Incredibles"'s ·
At this point, I figured Buddy visual depth is mirrored in the emoThings soon take a turn for the deeper message in the movie.
In observing the aptly named would surface later to show us all tional and philosophical intricacies
, worse when the public begins to sue
the ·heroes for saving them when Parrs' tedious and normal exist.ence that "we are all super in our own of the film's characters and plot.
they didn't ask to be saved. As a
result, superheroes are legally
banned by the government because
of their legal liability and are placed
in a "Superhero Relocation Program" where they must begin new
and medfocre lives.
Here we find Bob (voice of Craig
T. Nelson, "Coach") and Helen Parr
(voice of Holly Hunter, "The Piano"), formerly Mr. Incredible and
Elastigirl.
Years after their days of daring
rescues, they live in the suburbs with
their three children: awkward adolescent Violet (voice of Sarah
Vowell), who can disappear and create force fields, "Dash" (voice of
Spencer Fox), a prank-playing super-fast fourth grader, and superpower-less baby, Jack-Jack.
PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM .
At night, Bob and his old superhero friend Lucius (voice of Samuel _It sure is easy to c:lean the house when your husband is as strong as the lncredib_le Hulk.

New Releases
The following discs are due for release on or before Nov. 9 ...
Badly Drawn Boy Have You Fed the Fish? (XL Recordings/Beggers
Banquet) ... Eric Clapton 461 Ocean Boulevard - Deluxe (Polydor/
Chronicles) ... The Damned Neat, Neat, Neat (Sanctuary Classics) ...
John Fogerty Blue Moon Swamp (Geffen) ... Emmylou Harris Light of .
the Stable (Rhino) ... NOFX The Best Songs Evei-Written (By Us) (Epitaph) ... Stereolab Switched On (Too Pure/Beggars Banquet} ...
;.. alldates are tentative ..

live Wires
Thursday, Nov. 11
Story of the Year
@Bogart's

Friday, Nov. 12
TheNewbees
@ SouthgateHouse

Tuesday, Nov. 16
Kimya Dawson
@ Crush on Main

Tuesday, Nov. 16
.·GWAR
@Bogart's
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This article is part dfa month-long·...
. s.eries covering the genr~. ofhotror
films;' Zombies, vampires and mon~. .
sterS: will liighlight the series> This;
. week, ·con.tribu#ng writer John Quick
discusses Bruce .Campbell .and the
"EvifDead" ·~rilogy. · ·.

charits ~at ~waken evil spirits in the
·woods..
·.. _
Linda gets possessed, Professor
•.K.nowby shows up with his daugh- ·
. ter arid her entourage, people die,
and Ash fights his own hand and·
then cuts it off.
.
.H~· then .immediately sucked
into time warp which leads to?
. You guessed it, the final movie.

is

BY.JOHN QUICK

a

ContributingWdter .-

. Qhick, zomb.ies ~nd. ch~insaw ·.
. . wielding ps}rchopaths are partof what .
"Army of Darkness"
ciassiC liorror'movie series? · ·.
Ash is zapped back to Medieval.
·· England where he is thought.to be
What? ,;Friday thel::ith?!"Shutup ·
and go to the basement: Yeah, keep
. a spy~ captured, tossed into a pit arid
·,_ -~_oy~_ng.- .
_
,
·.kin~ soin~ freaky de~ons with his .
"Evil Dead," you say? That's ab: ·
chainsaw hand. The medieval kingsolutely ~ight ·
·
dom decides to make Ash go col.,
The cult horror film series created .
le'Ct ·the Necronomicon so that they
. by '.'Spiderman''dkec(or Sam Raimi ..
can'defeattheDeadites, and. in'ex.·change, Ash can go home.
in 1982_started with group ,of five .
college students ;_ four .of whic~ are
Ash finds a windmill, fights
. Lilliputians, fights his evil twin arid.·
tinimportarit·· But tlie fifth one wiU
forever go dowii history as the big_.
· screws up some. magic word ungest ·zombie-shpoth1g, ch11insaw-.
· ·
leashing an undead arlily headed up
· wielding badass dnefl1a history.
Ash has chainsaw hand, a shotgun and Don QulJcote for-back:.up by his evil twin.
_That man, of course, is the man; . cabin in· the woods .to do·. ~h~t ·. monic chantS that a~akens evil spir~
He bands· the medieval people
Bruce Campbell, who stars ill these-. , college students do when there's . its.
.
.
together to firid this army of dark~
ries as Ash.
·.. no chance of .the cops, parentS,
. People get poss~ssed, and plants · ness arid defeats them with his brrun
The chronicles of:J~.sh span three . cir RAs showing up.'·That would ~come to life. Luckily though, Ash . and a "boomstick" (a.k.a. gun).
· · chilling yet hilariousmovies; begin-'. -··.be wholesome, faniily, friendly saves. the day with ashotg1mand ~ · He's then returlled home and
ning \Vith a cabin 'out i_n the woods ·.• activities.: like prayer. and·. chail1saw.
. continues his work as mi employee
. Parcheesi.
.
.
at s~Mart.
and ending in the .Middle ;\'ges~
· .Even tl).ough; these stories have . · R.ight, a11d guys go to Ken- .·
"Evil Dead 2: Dead by Dawn'.' ·
The stoxy of Ash .is an inspka. been writteri in the Necroriomlcon tucky onthefr-l8th birthdaysfor·
In·this:reinake/sequerto:'-'Evil tional one. It's even spawned a,
("Book: ot°the Dead"), I;U do the re- . the sce~ery and horses. Too bad Dead," Ash goes with his girlfiienci ·~usiq~LSo i~s.tead of°l~ohlng at it .
. telling just this once.. .
. . : th_ese ..·. guys .·. fin
the Linda out to a cabin in .tlie middle as a. tale of horr()r, qeath; and vio. ..
.
·: Necronomicon; a book bouno in of the woods to do, "uuuhhh,'' s~ff. · lence; ·think of it as all of that, and a
. ··
"Evi())~ad" ··
hu1Dan flesh and.inked in human .._ .. ·.They find the Necroiiomfoon _· niotivatfonal guide to)ife. Groovy
, Five college students ·go c:iutto a:. ' . bfood, ·and· :a· rec:ording'•ciFde- · •.:·~irtdi a tape: redording: of demoniC- ·. baby;:...
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l)()youknoWsomeone
.
· who de'serves recognition
· . .·for.·.service . ·er leadetship?··
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'~:rr;hich forces them; to dq it
It's also Monet's birtpday today;
In celebration I will be stealing a
Monet original from the MET,
Thoma8·Crowne style. lhave it all·
planned ·out, Monet would be so
proud.. The only thing that could
stop
now is ~uper San~orum,
the bringer ofjustice, WJ-ienl'm
in my criminal mood I'm afraid of.
nothing more than Sup.er
Santorum; he's all over.crime like
.frosting on ~Krispy Kreme.
.
Go to church, prayforDr,Josh, ·
he's being hated on. ·
•

November · 10 ·

Hello ladies and gentlemen.
Over the past fewweeks I have received multiple requests to "tone
it down." Of course, some of these
used stronger language; but I ' m > ~ &
d
not one to break the rules, and S()
this Calendar City will honestly
be free of anything at all offensive
. November·. 11
November 13 '
or humorous at tli.e expense ofothThere is a PEP talk at 10:30 a.m.
Today, all ov~r- the world, is
World Kindness Day! Hurray! Inof-.
ers. Last time I hid some jokes, in the CCLD offices. Eoy, those
but that was still offensive. So now ·.folks over at CCLD sure are busy!
fensive· Wodd Kindness Day!'
I'm going completely straight;
There will also be a class entitled
·. ·
·· ·
·
·. Santoruin will probably be celebratyou've had your warning and no "Recess '101" held at 6,:30 p.m. in
S_enator·Rick Santorum {R).
· -ing today by tr,eathig every one of.
one stood up for me, so now it's O'Connor Sports Center. I can only
his -associates to a:11·ice cream sun~ .
just the facts.
assume that this course will involve
da~, or maybe a f~othy milkshake.
Today, starting at 11 a.m., there kick ball, soccer and tag.
. Today is also Whoopie
November· 15 ·.
is a Heritage Fest occuring in the
Boring huh? Yeah, it's hard to
November ·l Z _ .·
: G()lqberg's brrthday.. Whoopie is
There's a lecture today by Profoodcourt of Gallagher. This will write too. I figured that I'd try fo. be
not old enougll to not make me . fessor Aaron Szymkowiak. He win
celebrate African-American dance, · as inoffensive as possible and focus
Well it's Friday, I assume .that· laugh, but· I absoluteli lmre her in · be· lecturing on "Painless Form:
food, poetry and music.
this week's Calendar City on .· .Senator Santorumis.taking a break· those'Slirri Fast ads. Genius .. Also, ·Francis Hutcheson on the RelationLater today at 3:30 p.m., there Pennsylvania's favorite Senator, from his busy schedule to have a.·. re~ember "Sjster Act?'~· I .always, ship between Beauty and.Moralwill be Coffee Hour in the Faces of Riek Santorum. I know that many nice fish fry dinner with his family; · wanted: to know•why_'they didn ~t ity." I don~t want to offend anythe Wodd Lounge. The specific individual.s could be offended by
Do you Jike alter~ative? . You make a "Brother:Act." They could one .so I'm not going to say anyhost party has yet to be named.
previous Calendar Cities, but I . know, Nirvana, . Silverchair, have had Senatdr Santorum be the · ·thing: ·
.
.
..
Even later ·today at 5:30 p.m. don.'t see how talking aboufhim Soundgarden. Well if you do, you'd lead who is running from.the mob
there will be a Professional Ethics could be offensive tO anyone.
probably also enjoy otlier alterna-· · and finqs safety in a Fransiscan
Seminar and Dinner in Banquet
· I understan_d that the election is tive things such as an Alternative. monastary. Robert Redford could
·November 16'
Room 1 of the Cintas Center. If over, but I think that a little back- Spring Br!!ak ..Xavier's own "Don't :Play the straight-laced monk who .
you need to learn about profes- ground· on Senator Santorum is Tell Anna" is doing ac:harity show helps Santorum. · The headline
Iri rememberance of the UCA
sional ethics and dinn~rs, you're ne~ded here, Santoruni is opposed for ~is wonderful organization td- could be, "Santorum is all over· martyrs in El' Salvador, there is a
·encouraged to attend.
to terrorism, high taxes and expen~ . day at 8 p.m. in.KelleyAuditorium. ··BrotherA~t.~ like butter on toast."·· concert and program with th.~ mu- .
sical group Exces.o de Equipaje '
Also occuring at 5:30 p.m. is sive prescription:dri.tgs. While he .. Tickets will be $3 and can be pur~
the Peer Leadership Team meet- is a Republican, Saritorum is what chased at the door. If you don't go,
frorri El Salvador. The group.leader,
: Guillermo Cuellar, is the. author
ing in the CCLD office in. many would call a '.'compassionate you're' showing everyone else how
November· 14
of the Salvadoran Folk Mass. ·
Gallagher. I wish that I could be conservative." ·
much you hate Silverchair, and
known as a· peer leader instead of
Just recently, Santorum received. that's just mean, dude.
.
Wow, this may .be ifony, but toL
. YAY! Today is also the day that
as a jerk. Gee-whiz. .
. ·the 2004 Community Leadership
·I bet you didn't know this, but day is "L.C?osen Up, Lighten Up 'the Senate r~-corivenes and that
The U.S. Senate \\'.ill not con- Award from the Thurgood Marshall Santorum has been in the Senate . Day." I'm serious. lsn 't that weird· means that Santorum is back in
vene until the 16th, so I have no ·.Scholarship Fund. hnean,youcan't since i995! Jsn't that amazing? though, I was trying to get people business! Wellkid~, stay turied for
news about Rick Santorum.
help but love Santorum!
· T.hat's almost a decade!
. to do that and then there's a national ... Ryan next week, he's not censored.
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Help Wanted

Awesom'e Summer Camp Job#1 Spring Break Vacations!
. Residential·camp, located in sou~h
Cancuri, Jamruca,Acapulco, Baha~
central Indiana. Operated. by the
mas,. Florida. Campus Reps
Abercrombie and Fitch at
Apartments and houses~ 2BR'thru Warited! Free Meals and Parties!
Catholic Youth-Organization since
8BR: Huge, newly renovated deluxe 1 - 8 ff 0 - 2 3 4 ~ ·7 0 0 7
1946. Serving campers aged 7 to Rookwood is looking for people
rentals in safe, secure.neighbor-. endlesssumffiertours.com
16 in various programs. Inclusive who are fun, hardworking, and want
hoods!. Featuring amenities such as:
of persons with disabilities. Great a discount to become Impact_ Team
Studio or one bedroom apart- ceiling fans, laundry, A/C, lots of off- · · ·Spring Break Bahamas Celeb~
staff community. General, spe- members. We need motivated
cialty; adventure, and health posi- people available from 8 a.m. - 1 p.m. ment directly across from,XU;·4+ st.Teet parking, and fully equipped rity Party.Cruise! 5 Days, $299!.
tions available. Extensive train- on Wednesdaytrhursday, or 3 p.m; bedroom house in Clifton. E-ma:il kitchens with new appliances. Ex- Includes ·meals and parties!
ing provided starting May 2005. - 8 p.m. all other days. If interested, · cincivegan@juno.com for photos ceptionally. nice! Ask about ,our Cancun,· Acapulco, Nassau, Ja·
· move-in discounts. Call Ian at 388- .maica from.$4S9! Panama City
For application and information, call Sean at 731-6888 to attend a and prices.
and Daytona,·$159! <Please visit
c.ontact CYO Camp Raiicho group interview,
·Cincinnati Apartments Avail- 9979 or 253-7368. ··
www.SpririgBreakTravel.com or
Framasa (toll-free): (888) 98.8able- Search imndreds:of indepen2839,
x26
or · e-mail . Sitters on Call seeks mature dent landlord listings in theXavier
·Need second seme.ster housing? call .1-800-678-6386.
angi@campranchoframasa.org
babysitters to work in our clients' area from just one website! Go
Open House November 20th 12-2.
homes. Must be non~smoker and . · www.apartmentfrog.com
4112 Ivanhoe Avenue~ •. NorwoodSpring Break 2005- Travel with.
have own car. Early childhood,
·
·
· · ·
Beautiful Victorian three story STS,America's#l StudentToiirOpNorwood- Renovated efficien- .· house. Fol.ii bedrooms. Close to caffi;., era tor to·. Jamaica, Cancun, '
Xavier's PerformingArts Office teaching, or nursing curriculum a
lus. Call_ :Katherine at 474~76_54. cies,. one imd two bedrooms, new · pus. This· would
·
.·
· 4-5 Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.,
P
be· .perfect
for
seeks responsible, enthusiastic
kitchens and tile baths, instant hot stu·dents to share.·A"ai'lable
No·vem- Now hrring on-campus reps. Call
..
person to work on gathering props/
.water,
built-in.
dressers,
refinished
.
ber
th.
Call
Donna
at
·
.-1·
· I &
•
/
plscounts.
n1ormat1on
working backstage during perforBabysitter /.mother's helper
15
368._- 2388 .. · &ior group
hardwood floors, laundry, storage - ·
·
mances/ helping with general of- · needed for family of four girls (ages $_300; $350, $475 +utilities. Call
Reservations, 1··800-648-4849 or
www.stst.ravel.com ·
.
fice duties. Previous theatre expe- 4~12). Indian Hill. References and
Ben at 861~4111 if interested .. ·
.
.
.
rience a plus, but not nec~ssary. car needed_. Afternoon/evening,
Spring Brealc 2005 Challenge!
Spacious· 1 to 6·bedroom apartMust enjoy shopping and running part-time flexible hours. Call Lori
Find a better price! Lowest prices,
. inents: Off Street parking, walking
errands. Candidate must be a work- at 290-9646.
free meals, free drinks, hottest pardistance to Xavier, laundry facili- ·
study student, and have both a
ties! Hiring reps- earn free trips and
valid drive~s license and a car. Call
Full-time nanny needed for 4- ties, water included all units, heat
cash! Call 1-800-426-7710orvisit
Cathy Springfield at 745-3578.
and 7-yeru:~old children.this sum-. alsoincludedformanyuriits!Aslow
www.suns lashtours.com.
mer. Experience, good references, · a.s $240 per student. Call Harold at
and good transportation is neces- 532~5151. .
·
.
Child care wanted for adorable sary. Excellent salary. E-mai1Ha:l1an
945 Dana Avenue: spacious two
,
.
·-.
.
two-year-old twin b.oys .. Job en- at hkerr@cinci.rr.com or call her at . bedroom apartment, furnished or .
tails running erran(;Is, playing, 793-3537.
U\}furnished, close to campus,_air
teaching, light cooking, bathing,
·"
conditioning; rio deposit necessary. ·
and help getting the kids to bed. ·
Availabie immediately. If one per~
Candidate must have valid. drivCar-· 1986 BMW 535i, 140k. ~on. rents, the rent is $500 per
ers license arid a car. Dog-and ani- miles, 4 door, 5 speed man.ual trans- month; if two people rent, the rent· ·
mal lover a plus. Up to 20 hours mission, sun roof, ABS, 12 disc CD' is $625 per month. Le.ase runs
per week. Pay is $7-10 per hour changer, power everything.· Runs · through May .200S. If interested,
based on experience. Call Cindy well, all maintenance records, no call Dfanna at7i0-220-2509 ore~
at 470-1563.
.
. .· rusi; $2,750.iCallC_hri~_at961-0430: maii°her at Diannair@laol.co~

For Rent

to

. A position as Assistant·Diversions Editor will ppen
next S(!inester~· ·If yQu are.
interested,' send an e-m·ail
to .NewsWire@xavier~ed1l ·
'
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